JOTA Safety Dos & Don’ts

**DO**

1. - pay attention to guy or supporting wires around antennas.
2. - watch for wires hanging in trees.
3. - ask for help.
4. - record all of your contacts into the log sheet.
5. - use the buddy system.
6. - use two-deep leadership.
7. - remember the radios are expensive, be gentle and respectful.
8. - report any injuries or safety concerns.
9. - use LEAVE NO TRACE.
10. - use 2 deep leadership
11. - have FUN

**DON’T**

1. - touch antennas, they can cause burns or shock you.
2. - walk on coax or wires on the ground.
3. - operate radios without supervision.
4. - build fires other than in designated areas.
5. - go into the bunk area of the bunk house, Adults only.